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The Art of Information Warfare: Insight into the Knowledge Warrior PhilosophyUniversal Publishers, 1999

	Information is a two edged sword that can both help and hinder modern society. The Art of Information Warfare is the first common-sense primer on the subject written for those interested in or requiring a practical orientation to the threats and issues associated with today's Information Society from military, corporate, and...
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Tangled Web: Tales of Digital Crime from the Shadows of Cyberspace (Queconsumerother)Que, 2000
With the intense growth of e-business, we hear about an increase in hacking and technology-based criminal incidents. Institutions such as Citibank and Ebay have faced intrusions that have cost them millions of dollars in damages. With the onset of these criminal attacks, there is an increase in demand for products and services that provide more...
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Computational Red Teaming: Risk Analytics of Big-Data-to-Decisions Intelligent SystemsSpringer, 2014

	Written to bridge the information needs of management and computational scientists, this book presents the first comprehensive treatment of Computational Red Teaming (CRT).  The author describes an analytics environment that blends human reasoning and computational modeling to design risk-aware and evidence-based smart decision making...
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Cyber Threat!: How to Manage the Growing Risk of Cyber Attacks (Wiley Corporate F&A)John Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Conquering cyber attacks requires a multi-sector, multi-modalapproach


	Cyber Threat! How to Manage the Growing Risk of CyberAttacks is an in-depth examination of the very real cybersecurity risks facing all facets of government and industry, andthe various factors that must align to maintain informationintegrity....
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Web Services Security and E-businessIGI Global, 2007
Many techniques, algorithms, protocols, and tools have been developed in the different aspects of cyber-security, namely, authentication, access control, availability, integrity, privacy, confidentiality, and non-repudiation as they apply to both networks and systems. Web Services Security and E-Business focuses on architectures and protocols,...
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Cyber Spying: Tracking Your Family's (Sometimes) Secret Online LivesSyngress Publishing, 2005
Uncover the Threats Lurking in the Darkness of Your Family's Computer
Many people have no idea of the evils that exist across the Internet or the danger that can result from simply answering an innocent-sounding e-mail or participating in a chat. Your loved ones could unknowingly be putting themselves in grave risk. By using...
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Community Building on the Web : Secret Strategies for Successful Online CommunitiesPeachpit Press, 2000
There's been a marked shift in the philosophy of developing successful Web sites. The technologies (HTML, JavaScript, JavaServer Pages) no longer occupy center stage. Rather, functional objectives and the communities that grow up around them seem to be the main ingredient in Web site success. In her carefully reasoned and well-written Community...
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Inside Cyber Warfare: Mapping the Cyber UnderworldO'Reilly, 2011

	
	
		I was recently invited to participate in a cyber security dinner discussion by a few
	
		members of a well-known Washington, DC, think tank. The idea was that we could
	
		enjoy a fine wine and a delicious meal while allowing our hosts to pick our brains about
	
		this “cyber warfare stuff.” It seems that the new...
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Social Network Forensics, Cyber Security, and Machine Learning (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2019

	
		This book discusses the issues and challenges in Online Social Networks (OSNs). It highlights various aspects of OSNs consisting of novel social network strategies and the development of services using different computing models. Moreover, the book investigates how OSNs are impacted by cutting-edge innovations.
...
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PC Magazine Home Networking SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Let your network entertain you
At PC Magazine, we've been talking about "media convergence" for years. Network-based home entertainment devices like TiVo and Microsoft's Media Center PC . . . make a home LAN more useful than ever. Chapters 2 and 12 show you how they work.    

Ready to set up a network that maximizes your...
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Start-Up Secure: Baking Cybersecurity into Your Company from Founding to ExitJohn Wiley & Sons, 2021

	
		Add cybersecurity to your value proposition and protect your company from cyberattacks

	
		Cybersecurity is now a requirement for every company in the world regardless of size or industry. Start-Up Secure: Baking Cybersecurity into Your Company from Founding to Exit covers everything a founder, entrepreneur and...
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Cyberdeterrence and CyberwarRAND Corporation, 2009

	This monograph presents the results of a fiscal year 2008 study, “Defining and Implementing Cyber Command and Cyber Warfare.” It discusses the use and limits of power in cyberspace, which has been likened to a medium of potential conflict, much as the air and space domains are. The study was conducted to help clarify and focus...
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